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latter day saint scandinavian migration
through hull england 1852 1894
fred

E

woods and nicholas J evans

early one hundred thousand latter day saints made the journey
across the atlantic during the nineteenth century both contemporary
commentators and mormon historians alike have described these ocean
crossings extensively yet the journey from liverpool to america was but
one segment in the much longer gathering process for over twenty four
cormons who migrated to utah during this
thousand scandinavian mormons
period scandinavians represented the second largest ethnic group of
1852 and 1894 during these years nearly
saints gathering to zion between 1852and
two hundred vessels carrying latter day saints fig i left scandinavia
bound for hull an important port on the east coast of england the emigrants then made the overland railway crossing from hull to liverpool
where the headquarters of the british and european missions were situated 2 only once they had completed the journey to liverpool could the
transatlantic crossing commence our study of the migrant journeys made
during these years seeks to explain the patterns of migration along established trade routes through the british port of hull

N

nearly

huil conference
huli
hun
huh
call
cali to gather and the founding of the hull
the cann
less than six months after the founding of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints the prophet joseph smith announced that he had
received a revelation calling for a gathering of the saints and ye are called
they shall be gathered in
to bring to pass the gathering of mine elect
d&c 297 8 latter day saint
unto one place upon the face of this land dac
immigration to america commenced a decade later when the latter day
saint missionaries who had first arrived in britain in 1837 reaped a rich harvest of converts in the british isles 3
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during this period 1837 41 the missionaries baptized thousands
throughout great britain necessitating the organization of various conferences ecclesiastical units each conference comprised several branches
smaller ecclesiastical units among the larger units was the hull conference established in 1843 4 by december 1847 its membership had reached
7355
115
705
deacons
and
elders
teachers
priests
priest
2
including
high
3
65
5
3
i
eight months later the conference had reportedly increased to 163 6 by 1851
the hull conference had grown to 318 members 7 by the mid nineteenth
century the latter day saints in the hull region were in a position not only
to observe and proselytize the inhabitants of En glands third largest port
but also to offer support to their fellow saints who were immigrating
through the port en route to america
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Ba argoe oil on
lion by carl baargoe
canvas hull maritime museum hull
city museum and art gallery used by
permission the SS lion transported the
first large company of scandinavian
latter day saints that migrated through
hull across the north sea in december
1852 built at hull in 1841 the SS lion was
two hundred feet in length and 627 gross
tons although the ship derived most of
its income through the shipment of goods
across the north sea the owners supplemented the ships income through the
transportation of passengers of all classes
migrants would have been transported in
third class quarters in the tween deck the
area just below the main deck of the ship
FIG i SS

hull as a way station for converts in eastern england
first known saints who migrated to america through hull were a
Lincoln shire then part of the
flies from the louth branch in lincolnshire
families
group of five fam
hull conference 8 the members of this group made their way through hull
rabl to liverpool and then crossing the atlantic en route to
rali
rall
rail
before traveling by rahl
utah via new orleans 9 one teenage member of the group recalled

the

on the 16th
i6th
irth of january

1849 we left

louth by the morning train and

although it was quite early in the morning the station house was
crowded with our friends and associates who were there to say
farewell
the departure of these leading families of the louth branch
left it in a disorganized condition from which it has not since recovered
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our journey from louth

to hull on the 16th
i6th and from hull to liverirth
of january was full of interest to me a boy of 16 years of

pool on the ith
age when I1 could appreciate to some extent the many strange interesting and delightful scenes we witnessed 10

the

use of the port of hull as an entrepot
entrep6t for gathering saints
increased as rates of conversion in the hinterlands of hull the east riding
of yorkshire and nearby north Lincoln
shire accelerated but hull and its
lincolnshire
surrounding region would never harvest the large numbers of converts that
the west yorkshire and lancastrian towns yielded 11 in this aspect hull
would remain a relatively insignificant branch of the church throughout
the 1840s
i84os hulls important role in latter day saint history grew not
from the regions harvested souls but through the large numbers of latter
day saint emigrants who migrated through the port en route to utah huh
huil
hull
huli s
hun
location as a harbor with railway access to liverpool allowed the church an
economically feasible yet quick option in assisting the newly converted
migrants who passed through the port each year

early history of the latter day saint scandinavian mission
having already established a secure foothold in britain the church
began planning to expand missionary work into parts of mainland europe
the funds needed for missionary work and for helping converts migrate
came from the trade generated by prospectors passing through utah in
1849 12 during the same year king frederick VII of denmark signed a new
constitution which granted religious toleration to its citizens and enabled
the danes who were the largest portion of scandinavian latter day saint
converts the opportunity to hear the restored gospel 13
four months after this declaration of religious tolerance the fall general conference saw several mormon elders called to various missions on
october 6 771849
1849 14 among them was elder erastus snow called to denmark with elders peter 0 hansen and john E forsgren called to work
under his direction in denmark and sweden 15 hasty preparations were
made for the missionaries late season journey across america they left
their wives and children to perform the household chores and prepare for
the crop harvest while they departed to europe to harvest souls
on october ig
19 1849 the missionaries gathered east of the salt lake
valley at the mouth of emigration canyon where they were met by
brigham young who bade farewell to a company consisting of twelve
wagons forty two horses and mules one carriage and thirty five men by
december 77 1849
snowstorms
storms they reached the
1849 despite terrible mountain snow
missouri river and were warmly greeted by friends at ganesville
Kanesville
kanesville iowa
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol41/iss4/3
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ganesville
ville the missionaries took different routes and visited local
kanesville
from Kanes
groups of saints in the cities they passed through such as st louis new
orleans and boston they preached the gathering and received liberal
contributions to their missions in each of the places they visited 16 in
spring 1850 they finally set sail for liverpool 17
once in britain the three elders traveled extensively preached to local

saints and received much needed financial assistance for their forthcoming missionary work in scandinavia they added to their number
george parker dykes a latter day saint missionary already serving in
britain who had earlier ministered among norwegian immigrants in illinois peter 0 hansen proceeded alone to his native land denmark
arriving in copenhagen on may 11
1850 18 the others followed from hull
111850
on june 14 on board the steamer victoria 19 once the missionaries were
reunited their important work could commence and they began to introduce the gospel in scandinavia
during the earliest days of the scandinavian mission elder snow
who served as scandinavian mission president urged postponing baptisms until converts had thoroughly investigated the church the lord
however warned him in a dream to move ahead with baptisms As a result
the first fifteen danish latter day saint converts were baptized on august 12
1850 just two months after the missionaries arrived in copenhagen 20
the first fruits of preaching the restored gospel in denmark were now
realized and the first danish branch was organized in copenhagen on
21
september 15
185 0
151850
just as in america in the i83os
183os and then britain in the late i83os
183os and
aos
40s the early successes of missionary work enabled the mission to spread
4os
the scandinavian mission expanded throughout denmark and then to
sweden and norway though the latter day saint missionaries encountered difficulties throughout scandinavia they successfully established
branches of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in each of the
countries that they visited As the scandinavian mission grew the need to
organize the gathering escalated

the beginnings of latter

day saint scandinavian emigration

each scandinavian convert represented a potential emigrant between
1850 and 1905 just under 49 percent of the scandinavian converts emi
grated22
grated22 fig 2 unlike the british emigrants from liverpool no scandinavian convert would travel a direct course to america but instead made a
23
As william mulder explained
series of journeys 1123
going to america involved a whole series of journeys the prose
lytes
proselyter
proselytes
first had to make their way to copenhagen the main assembly point
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information taken from william mulder homeward to
zion the mormon migration from scandinavia minneapolis university of minnesota press 1957 reprinted provo
utah BYU studies 2000 107
FIG

2

liibeck on the german
from copenhagen they took a steamer to kiel or leibeck
portion of the peninsula continuing by rail to altona within walking
gliickstadt
ghickstadt
gitickstadt a little farther down the elbe
distance of hamburg or Gli
Gh
except for the years 1862
1865 and 1866 when parties went directly from
18621865
hamburg to america the emigrants moved straight across the north sea
to grimsby or hull and entrained for liverpool along with whatever
stavenger
stavanger
vanger 24
norwegian saints had come directly from christiania or Sta

the first scandinavian migrants the

first mormon scandinavian
migrants consisting of a small group of nine converts left copenhagen on
january 31
1852 and traveled to liverpool via hamburg and london they
311852
arrived on february 7 too late for the voyage of the ellen maria and so had
to wait over a month in liverpool for the chance to leave on another latter
day saint chartered vessel 25 during this time elder erastus snow arrived
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from copenhagen with another group of nineteen scandinavian converts
the combined group of twenty eight emigrants left liverpool on the ship
italy on march 11
of
1852 in the care obole
oie
ole U C monster 26
111852
ofole
with the first group of converts now sailing to zion the scandinavian
mission commenced arrangements for the transportation of future emigrating companies along the migrant route via hull and liverpool used
by thousands of non latter day saint european emigrants As historian
phillip A M taylor noted
in 1852 appleton harmon made enquiries about the cost of bringing
cormons
Mormons he found that
over the very first company of scandinavian mormons
gee and company of hull would charge a guinea a head from copenhagen for deck or steerage passage or would provide a whole ship for
three or four hundred people at ei1 ios
los od each per shipload 27

ws

many steamship operators of the time were willing to transport passengers on the routes their ships plied regularly but transporting the large
companies of emigrating saints necessitated special arrangements between
the shipping agent and the mission leaders furthermore the leaders of the
scandinavian mission in copenhagen and the british mission in liverpool
sought to charter such vessels for their exclusive use enabling the allocation of more space per passenger than was normally provided for third
class passengers traveling during this period 28
such arrangements required careful negotiation but the business was
competitive by fall 1852 morris and company of hamburg had outbid
the competing companies and accordingly received the contract to carry the
first large company the john forsgren company of scandinavian latter
day saint converts from copenhagen through various cities and finally to
new orleans 29 with this contract in place the emigration of latter day
saint converts commenced en masse each group of emigrating saints
gliickstadt
ghickstadt before
gathered in copenhagen then traveled to hamburg or git
Gli
Gh
ickstadt
journeying to liverpool via hull or grimsby 30
the john forsgren company the first large company of mormon
scandinavians to embark from copenhagen led by elder john E forsdin avla
scandinavia
gren one of the original four missionaries sent to scan
aisted
avia co
consisted
n sisted
of 199 adults and 95 children under the age of twelve 11331 these latter
day saint converts voyaged from copenhagen to kiel germany on the
steamer obotrit
Obot rit after taking a train to hamburg they voyaged down
the elbe river and into the north sea on the lion see fig 1i here they
abruptly encountered the most difficult part of their journey westward
when a terrible winter storm enveloped them in the night one danish
saint wrote in his journal on sunday december 26
1852 toward midnight
261852
1
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european cities associated with scandinavian migration

1852 1894

a terrific storm arose and the great waves broke over the ship in quick suc1132
32
cession and frequently the water poured down upon us in the hold 3132
the
manuscript history of the john H forsgren emigrating company entry
for tuesday december 28 verifies this event

aall
after sailing ail
Ali of sunday and monday and most of today we arrived
through the grace and kindness of god at hull
huil england at 5 oclock in
huli
the evening we had come through a storm the like of which the captain
of the ship said he had never been out in some of the ships cargo was
ruined and the wind was so strong that our clothes were nearly blown
overboard the lord helped and strengthened ali
aall
Ail of us both in body and
13
soul so that we could continue our journey without delay 33

the hurricane conditions experienced on this north sea crossing were
some of the worst in the area for over thirteen years the local press
described the storm and its aftermath on saturday sunday and monday
last this island was visited by terrific gales of wind approaching in fact to a
perfect hurricane As a matter of course the wrecks upon our coast have been
frightfully numerous and what is still worse they have been accompanied
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huil from the humber detail by john ward 1798 1849 oil
huli
hull
hullfrom
on canvas 48.3
483 cm x 914
91.4
914 cm ca 1837 ferens art gallery hull city
museums and art gallery used by permission this rendering of the
hull waterfront about 1837 would have been one of the first views
latter day saint pioneers saw of the port of hull the trinity house
is moored in front of the ferryboat pier
yacht zephyr is
FIG 3

1134
with a shocking loss of human ilfe
life 3134
life34
the john forsgren company
suffered no loss of life and landed at the steam packet wharf in hull on
tuesday december 28 where they were met by richard cortis one of hulls
emigration agents35
agents 35 fig 3
on the morning of wednesday december 29 1852 having stayed
overnight in a nearby lodging house the migrants made the one and a
half mile journey on foot to the paragon railway station 36 from this station the scandinavian saints traveled on a specially chartered train that
took them all the way to liverpool there the forsgren company remained
in another lodging house while awaiting their departure on the forest
monarch which sailed on january 161853 with 297 saints on board 37
the migration route of the forsgren company from copenhagen to
liverpool via hull established the primary pattern that would be followed by scandinavian converts for the subsequent forty one years
though 3175 immigrating saints would arrive in liverpool via grimsby
4 via newcastle and 9 via london it would be hull that received most of
the saints destined for utah with 21243 87 percent arriving there
between 1852 and 1894 38

trade agreements and migration through hull

the latter

day saint scandinavians who emigrated between 1852 and
1894 represent only a small fraction of the many europeans who migrated
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to america between 1836 and 1914 an estimated thirty million europeans
immigrated to the united states 39 about four million of these migrated
through the united kingdom via the eastern ports of harwich hull
Hartle pool having arrived
grimsby leith london newcastle and west hartlepool
trans migrants were then transported by train to
at an east coast port the transmigrants
40 even
the ports of glasgow liverpool london and southampton 1140
though london was used as the primary port of entry for european immigrants who settled in great britain the ports of hull and grimsby were
used by about three million 75 percent of the european migrants destined for america and canada because the distance between the river
humber and liverpool by rail was the shortest of these migrants about
22
2.2
22 million 73 percent favored hull over grimsby
british ship owners and later the railway companies developed an
effective system of organization for migrant shipping As steamships
replaced sailing vessels trade agreements between steamship companies
and rail operators became stronger led by the wilson shipping line of hull
the north eastern railway and later the guion shipping line of liverpool trade agreements between shipping and railway operators were
essential because they enabled the british operators to lower the price of direct
migration cheap safe and reliable travel encouraged millions of europeans
to travel via britain
morris and company from 1852 to 1869 morris and company provided good service for the european latter day saint migrants although
morris and company chartered only sailing vessels to transport saints
on the atlantic crossing from liverpool they were able to use the steamers
of the wilson line owned by the hull based thomas wilson fig 4 sons
and company and other north sea operators on the north sea crossing 41
the success of the wilson line s passenger operations was based upon its
ability to supply liverpool shipping operators with the large numbers of
third class passengers needed to fill the vessels that ferried passengers
across the north atlantic but beginning in 1867 morris and company
gradually lost the mormon contract to transport saints to zion when
the guion line began transporting saints across the north atlantic on
steamships instead of sailing vessels after three sailing vessels probably
belonging to morris and company of latter day saint immigrants were
sent the following year 1868 an agreement was made between the church
and the guion line to transport the remaining mormon migrants for the
remainder of the year 42
the guion and wilson lines the guion line s steamships drastically
reduced the time involved in gathering to zion shortening the length of the
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atlantic crossing from 32 36 days
to 10
lo 16 days 43 although the mor
mons contracted solely with the
guion line for the transport of all
their european converts the
liverpool based company subcontracted the wilson line to carry
the european converts across the
north sea to hull as the wilson
line had successfully done for
morris and company after the
church signed a new emigrant contract with guion for a company
traveling in 1869 mormon converts
traveled on a wilson line steamer
to hull fig 5 and journeyed across
england to liverpool by the north
eastern railway s trains before

85

4ro
0

0

ta

X

portrait of thomas wilson
founder of the wilson line by william
hill engraving on paper hull maritime museum hull city museum and
art gallery used by permission
thomas wilson 1792 1869 was the
founder of the wilson line this hull
based company came to dominate the
north sea migrant trade and transported the majority of scandinavian
saints to britain
FIG

4

they were allocated a berth on a
steamship of the guion line for
their transatlantic passage this
integrated service utilized the successful operations of large scale
transport companies on chartered
not scheduled services and
demonstrated how organized groups could form successful partnerships
that were beneficial to all parties concerned in addition organized groups
mormons
such as the cormons
Mor mons were able to obtain a reduction in price by purchasing their tickets in bulk
on may 13131869
1869 george ramsden agent of the guion line met with
british mission president albert carrington in liverpool to arrange
transatlantic transport for a company of mormon converts aboard the
minnesota 44 according to their plan the saints boarded the minnesota in
liverpool on june 1i 1869 the british mission history records

on their arrival on board they were provided with tea

and everything
was done by the manager mr G ramsden for the comfort of the
saints they had the best part of the steamer entirely for themselves and
could use the aft part of the ship in common with the cabin passengers 45

successful partnership between the church and the guion line
lasted for a quarter of a century 1869 94 the relationship of guion agent

the
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the railway dock by F

smith 1860 1925 watercolor on paper ca 1885 wilberforce house hull city museums and art gallery the railway dock so called because hulls
first railway station was located nearby opened in 1846 shipping lines such as the wilson line
built their warehouses around the dock to facilitate the speedy movement of goods from ship
to shore and vice versa between 1864 and 1894 nearly all the vessels carrying latter day
FIG 5
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ok

Z

7

V

7

ug
dg
4.4
44
museums
courtesy huil
urns UK
hull
huli Muse

ula the railway dock as the wilson lines
uia
saint scandinavian emigrants to britain landed via
vessels carried commercial goods that needed to be unloaded as soon as the vessel moored at
mlle journey to the paragon railway station before
its berth the emigrants then made a one mile
boarding the train for liverpool
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george ramsden with the mormons
cormons was extraordinary in praise of the
trust ramsden enjoyed with the saints british mission president anthon H
lund pointed out that ramsden worked for decades with the church without a written contract 46
for its part the wilson line provided a standard of steamer that
surpassed most of its north sea rivals 47 the guion line fig 6 for its
agreed responsibilities hired the services of charles maples a hull
based emigration agent who met the migrants on arrival in port and
escorted them safely to the railway station 48 maples like his counterparts at liverpool was
noted by latter day saint
migrants for the help he
lmapool
1i
ai
provided in assisting the
foreign converts en route
49
liverpool
to
yom
STEMB
roulumstithem A
tom
not only did the
saints receive a good
standard of service from
N
these shipping lines but
i
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guion line advertisement 1886 87 begin
ning
nine in 1867 the church used the guion line to
tran port emigrants to the united states this
tranport
trasport
advertisement claiming the safest route to new
york lists the sailing dates of various ships leav
ing liverpool
FIG 6
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th
they
ey were also assisted by
their fellow saints en
route scandinavian saint

peter 0 hansen noted
on arrival at hull in 1855
that the company he
traveled with was very
kindly greeted by the hull
1150
50
saints 3350
four years later
another mormon migrant
wrote at the landing
place 18 brethren and
sisters picked us up who
accompanied us to our

inn where they enter
bained
tained us greatly with
their song
sone 51
i
rrt
ari
rri
ij not
who
could
those
afford to emigrate
grate often
sought assistance through
the perpetual emigrating
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fund

89

fund that assisted saints migrating to utah others sold
their goods in order to pay for the cost of the long journey westward
unlike previously used shipping lines the wilson line offered services
from numerous ports in europe eventually a system was established in
which saints would journey to hull from their local port in norway sweden or denmark without having always to gather at the scandinavian mission headquarters in copenhagen although this system increased the
number of european ports from which the saints could embark wilson s
base in hull ensured that grimsby would no longer be used by the saints as
a port of entry into britain hull would now monopolize the latter day
saint migrant trade to liverpool as copenhagen once had hull would
retain this role until 1894 when the guion line folded
a revolving

the rail journey from hull to liverpool
from hull the latter day saint migrants traveled by train to liver
oid mormon convert who traveled in 1888 described
pool A fifteen year old
the train
passenger trains were different then any I1 had seen before the
coaches were divided into compartments that would accommodate from
6 to eight passengers they would be locked in A running board on the
outside of the train that the conductor used to go from compartment
through the whole train I thought it a practical way to check all passengers with out disturbing those already checked 52

the

1

rail services from hull to liverpool had been established in 1840 when
the rail line between liverpool and selby was extended all the way to
huli
huil
hull 53 the north eastern railway which took over control of this route in
1851 chartered trains from hull to liverpool for emigrants when trade
necessitated As the scale of the migration grew so the facilities improved
an emigrant waiting room was provided at the paragon railway station in
hull from 1871 and extended in 1881 fig 7 it provided the migrants with
a warm room limited washing facilities and seats to rest on while waiting
for the train tickets for their railway journey across the pennines to liver
pool 54 the journey to liverpool lasted up to six hours
the rail route out of hull varied according to arrangements made in
advance between the railway and steamship companies and the agents for
the latter day saints the majority traveled on the north eastern railway s
trains via leeds manchester and bolton before arriving at liverpool s
lime street station most migrating saints saw little of the port of hull As
one passing saint recorded
did not see anything of hull beyond the streets through which we
went to reach the railway station the railway station itself was beautiful
1I
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TZ

emigration waiting room paragon station hull england 2002 built in
1871 by the north eastern railway the one story emigrant waiting room ran adjaradway station but was sufficiently separated to reduce the intercent to the main railway
action of migrant and normal railway passengers such isolation was seen as
necessary to reduce the possible introduction of contagious diseases such as cholera
small pox and trachoma
FIG 7

and imposing we left for liverpool on a special train at 3 0 clock in the
afternoon and came through the towns of howden selby normington
normanton brandford bradford leeds hudbersfild huddersfield
Hudders field
manchester and bolton to liverpool but as it became dark at an early
hour I1 saw little or nothing at all of the cities and the country we passed
through the country around hull was pretty flat and fertile farther
away it was more mountainous the railway was frequently on a higher
level than the towns and villages and sometimes it also went along below
the surface at considerably long stretches 55

passengers arriving in england via grimsby in the i85os
i86os
185os and 186os
waited at the manchester sheffield and lincolnshire
Lincoln shire railway s dock terminus in grimsby located near to the landing stage where the migrants had
arrived they slept overnight in a large dining cum sleeping room before
traveling to liverpool via sheffield manchester and seven tunnels 56
regardless of the route they took all migrants traveled the 140 mile
mlle
ourney to liverpool by steam train the scenery they passed through
bourney
journey
varied as greatly as the diverse backgrounds of the passengers on board
from the flat hinterlands of the humber to the rugged terrain of the pennines the journey was an experience they would never forget especially
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for those like joseph hansen and his father joseph wrote that this was the
17
first and only time that my father rode in a railroad train 57
11

the arrival in liverpool
at liverpool the mormon

converts were greeted by the agents of the
shipping company with which they were booked to cross the atlantic as
well as with church appointed emigration agents As the primary port of
mormon embarkation liverpool launched most of the international
emigration voyages made to america in the nineteenth century it was not
only the home of the british mission and the administrative headquarters
for the church in europe 58 but it was also by the time mormon emigration was launched in 1840 considered the most active international port of
emigration in the world with two thousand public houses it was considered a sailor s paradise its prominence derived from its prime location for
rail connections in the british isles and from its excellent navigable channels in the mersey river 59 though scandinavian latter day saint emigrants would join other european converts mostly british who were also
emigrating to zion the cosmopolitan nature of britain s second largest port
left a permanent impression upon those traveling via the atlantic port
the mormon emigrants stay in liverpool was often shorter than that
of their non latter day saint counterparts when morris and company
based in hamburg had the mormon contract emigrants usually spent
anywhere from a few days to a few weeks there once guion based in liverpool had taken over the business of shipping latter day saint emigrants
the waiting time was reduced to a day or two after gathering their luggage
from the railway station a lodging house or the mission headquarters the
scandinavian pioneers joined their fellow travelers on board vessels that
would transport them across the atlantic having traversed the north sea and
britain the saints had overcome the first stage in their lengthy journey west

conclusion
during the latter half of the nineteenth century the scandinavian mission sent off over twenty four thousand latter day saint immigrants 60
each detail of their journey from europe to america was planned in
advance by church leaders shepherding missionaries and the providers of
chartered transport leaders arranged for agents located from copenhagen to liverpool to meet each group of saints at each stop on their epic
journeys west

throughout the period of gathering church leaders took advantage of
the latest developments in technology to transport the foreign converts in
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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as comfortable and efficient a way as possible though latter day saints are
generally aware of european converts crossing the atlantic from liverpool
it was the transit arrangements at copenhagen hamburg grimsby and
hull that ensured that the scandinavian converts would reach utah these
feeder ports each had a pivotal role in this process but it would be hull
that sent more latter day saint scandinavian migrants on to liverpool
than any other port in this era of gathering
hull s role was not determined by geographic location alone more
important the links fostered between the church leaders in copenhagen
and liverpool and specific steam and rail operators accounted for hulls
significant role in transporting latter day saint converts to america such
operators proved they could provide a level of service and integrated transportation
por tation systems that would efficiently convey the migrants to the vessels
moored in liverpool such services led church leaders in europe to direct
the majority of scandinavia s mormon emigrants to the ships chartered by
morris and company and later the guion line both shipping lines chartered ships to transport the saints across the north sea from various parts

of europe to the european mission headquarters in liverpool between
1867 and 1894 all these feeder services would be provided by the wilson
line of hull and the rail services of the north eastern railway

the revolution

in steam technology drastically reduced the time
needed to make the journey from mainland europe to the great mormon
gathering place in the salt lake valley this change coupled with competition between rival steamship operators and church financial assistance
put zion within easier reach of european disciples
though traveling was a drawn out affair almost every one of zion s
gatherers knew it would be worth it this determination to reach zion is
perhaps best exemplified by the journal of jane C robinson hindley who
in 1855 wrote
believed in the principle of the gathering and felt it my duty to go
altho it was a severe trial to me in my feelings to leave my native land and
the pleasing associations 1I had formed there but my heart was fixed 1I
knew in whom 1I had trusted and with the fire of israels god burning in
my bosom I1 forsook my home 61
I
1
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woods fred woodsbyuedu is associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young university he received his BA and MA
from BYU and his phd from the university of utah in 2002 he was awarded the
richard L anderson distinguished research award by religious education
nicholas J evans is caird doctoral fellow at the maritime historical studies
centre university of hull england he received his BA in history from leicester
and is currently completing a phd on european migration via the united kingfred

E

dom 1836 1916
1i see gordon jackson
the ports in transport in victorian britain ed
michael J freeman and derek H aldcroft manchester manchester university
press 1988 218 52 the city of hull is officially styled kingston upon hull which
is derived from the fact that hull was founded by king edward I and was situated
upon the river hull
2 most of the scandinavian converts embarked from copenhagen headquarters
of the scandinavian mission this information has been culled from the mormon
CD salt lake city family history department of the church
immigration index
indexed
indexcd
of jesus christ of latter day saints 2000 british and scandinavian mission
records and customs bills of entry in the city of hull england for information
concerning vessels carrying mormon scandinavian converts from copenhagen
see shauna C anderson ruth ellen maness and susan easton black passport to
VOIS west jordan utah genealogiparadise the copenhagen mormon lists 2 vols
VOIS 1 2 covering the years 1872 94
cal services 2000 vols
3 the gathering from distant lands did not commence until the necessary
priesthood keys of the gathering were restored in 1836 dac
d&c 11011
lioni the following
year apostle heber C kimball was called by joseph smith to lead a mission to
england accompanied by apostle orson hyde elder kimball led a small group of
missionaries who found great success in the british isles they had been warned by
until such time as the work
joseph to remain silent concerning the gathering
was fully established and it should be clearly made manifest by the spirit to do
otherwise see joseph smith jr history of the church oflesus
of jesus christ of latter day
ad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971
saints ed B H roberts 2d
ground breaking work was greatly augmented by the mission of the
2492 their groundbreaking
twelve in 1840 41 for excellent information on these early missions see james B
ailen
allen
alien ronald K esplin and david J whittaker men with a mission 1837 1841
the quorum of the twelve in the british isles salt lake city deseret book 1992
ailen and malcom R thorp the mission of the twelve to england
allen
and james B alien
1840 1841 mormon apostles and the working classes BYU studies 15 no 4
1

i

1975
1975

499 526
4

andrew jenson encyclopedic history of the church salt lake city deseret

news publishing

1941

346 notes

the hull conference or district of the british mission

dates back to
1843 and continued under that name until 1868 when it became a part of
the leeds conference when the grimsby conference was organized in
1900 the branches formerly belonging to the hull conference constituted
this new conference which continued until iglo
1910 when the grimsby conference became the hull conference consisting of the latter day saints
residing in the city of hull and vicinity in yorkshire england with headquarters at hull
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see also jack spurr ed A history of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints
in the hull area 1844 1973 hull england by the editor 1973
the hull conference and its local branch in hull developed in a region that
had experienced the large scale growth of nonconformist religious groups during
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries by 1851 membership and attendance at nonconformist churches chapels and mission halls
halis
hails
hahs in this important
maritime center had eclipsed that of En glands state church the church of
england see david neave lost churches and chapels of hull apnp hutton press
cherry burton 1991 7
millennial star
5 james ure and charles barnes conference minutes hull
10
lo may i 1848
134
1848134
6 orson pratt conference minutes general conference millennial star
10
lo august 15 1848 252 reported that by august 14 1848 the hull conference
had 7 branches and 163 members including 11 elders 10
io priests 6 teachers and
5 deacons these statistics were also quoted in the latter day saints
hull advertiser september 291848 5 which also noted they held their meeting in the temperance hall paragon street
7 spurr latter day saints in the hull area 2
8 ure and barnes conference minutes hull
huli 134 noted that a conference
huil
was held in hull on december 26
tempera nce hall
hali on blanket row
hail
1847 in the temperance
261847
at this conference a representation of the branches was called for which included
the louth branch among several others it said the louth branch was represented by letter and consisted of 36 members including 3 elders 3 priests
i teacher and i deacon
Lincoln shire railway from louth to grimsby
9 they traveled by the east lincolnshire
before joining the train of the manchester sheffield and lincolnshire
Lincoln shire railway
from grimsby to new holland on the south bank of the river humber at new
holland they boarded a steam packet belonging to the manchester sheffield and
Lincoln shire and sailed to nearby hull this group of saints from lincolnshire
lincolnshire
Lincoln shire
sailed across the atlantic on the zetland see conway B sonne saints on the seas
A maritime history of mormon migration 1830 1890 salt lake city university of
utah press 1983
149 for first person accounts of this voyage see the winter voy1983149
age of the zetland on the mormon immigration index CD
10
lo autobiography of thomas atkin jr typescript 4 church archives the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city other converts from
weil as temporal reasons
weli
hull
huil
huli and the british isles gathered to zion for spiritual as well
letters posted in hull s local newspaper created an additional stir about immigra
tion to utah for example in an article titled the great salt lake valley hull
advertiser july 26
1850 7 the editor posted a letter composed by a british convert
261850
who on his way to utah had written to his brother a tradesman in hull among
other things the convert reported that the salt lake valley had been said to be the
most healthy climate in the world the country most beautiful and that that people
will eventually be the richest on earth A few years later a latter day saint convert
from hull named mr wm brown wrote in an article titled letter from a hull
mormon in america hull advertiser december 661856
1856 1i the following descripofspringville
tion of
Spring ville utah
springville
1

i

enjoy the best kind of health here amongst the mountains I1 am quite
happy and rejoice in god that ever I was led to hear the latter day saints
1I

1
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we
preach the gospel and that I1 left england to travel to this place
I1 should impress upon your mind the necesare living in the last days
cormons
sity of obeying the gospel that is taught by the mormons
Mormons
mormons and the emigraii phillip A M taylor expectations westward the cormons
tion of their british converts in the nineteenth century edinburgh scotland
oliver and boyd 1965 248 49 shows that for the period 1863 to 1870 british mormon emigrants from the hull conference numbered only 94 out of a periodic
total of 10742 emigrants from all conferences in england for the earlier and later
periods of british mormon emigration 1850
1850 62 and 1874 90 the number of emigrants from the hull conference had been included in either the figures for mormon emigration from yorkshire 1203 out of 12618 total english latter day saint
emigrants between 1850 and 1862 or from the leeds conference 474 out of 11168
between 1874 and 1890
12 leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the
latter day saints 1830
i83o 1890 lincoln university of nebraska press 1958 64 to
help assist the poor international saints who desired to emigrate church leaders
created a revolving fund called the perpetual emigrating fund which the saints
sustained in the october 1849 general conference held in salt lake city john D
unruh jr the plains across the overland emigrants and the trans mississippi
west 1840 60 urbana university of illinois press 1993 303 states that over ten
thousand gold seekers made a detour through utah in 1849 and thousands more in
the immediate years that followed see fred E woods more precious than
gold the journey to and through zion in 1849 1850 nauvoo journal 11ii spring
log for the story of saints who gathered to utah instead of the california
1999 109
gold fields
13 richard L jensen noted in his critique of an earlier version of this article
that while there may have been official tolerance on the part of the government
much of the danish populace was far from tolerant where religion was concerned
mormons were persecuted in denmark despite the provisions of the constimany cormons
tution jensen also emphasized that religious freedom was even more limited in
norway and sweden richard L jensen email to author october 9 2002
history of the danish mission of the church of
14 marius A christensen
jesus christ of latter day saints 1850 1964 master s thesis brigham young univer sity 1966 6 8
versity
15 for a list of various places these missionaries were assigned see thomas
bullock minutes of the general conference held at the great salt lake city
millennial star 12 may 1i 1850 133
16 andrew jenson
the gospel in denmark contributor 16 november
11

1894

45

elder erastus snow left boston on april 4 arriving at liverpool on april 16
on board the niagara elder peter 0 hansen arrived april 8 and john E forsgren
arrived on april ig
19 andrew jenson history of the scandinavian mission salt lake
city deseret news 19273
1927 3
18 jenson history of the scandinavian mission 3
19 gerald myron haslam clash of cultures the norwegian experience with
mormonism 1842 1920 new york peter lang 1984 10 jenson gospel in
17
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denmark 46 jenson history of the scandinavian mission 4 according to freehull
body s directory of hull huli
huu england J pulleyn 1851 87 the cost of travel on
shillings
shihings
ings for secboard the victoria was 6 shillings 6 pence best cabin fare and 4 shiH
ond cabin latter day saint missionaries in europe nearly always traveled second
class thus enjoying the privacy of their own cabin while presidents of the european mission traveled first class elder erastus snow and his companions were met
at the docks of copenhagen by peter 0 hansen and taken to a very noisy local
hotel the next day they found better lodgings at the home of mr lauritz B
mailing on their third day they visited the meeting of a reformed baptist minister
named peter C monster who was initially warm to the elders and allowed them to
preach to his congregation monsters attitude soon hardened when he realized they
were going to decrease the numbers of his flock by preaching the word of the
restored gospel and not that of the baptist persuasion jenson history of the scandinavian mission 4 7
20 jenson history of the scandinavian mission 4 9
21 jenson history of the scandinavian mission 10
22 william mulder homeward to zion the mormon migration from scandinavia minneapolis university of minnesota press 1957 reprinted provo utah
BYU studies 2000 107 for a general overview of the scandinavian mission see
jenson history of the scandinavian mission and christensen history of the danish
mission for brief early histories of the restored church in sweden and norway see
16 march
contributor
andrew jenson scandinavian reminiscences parts 2 and 5 contributory
1894 94 100
loo december 1894 297 300 mulder reports that a small fraction of the
scandinavian emigrants were icelandic p 107 for a more extensive treatise of
the latter day saint norwegian experience see haslam clash of cultures for an
overview of the early history of the church in iceland see fred E woods fire on
ice the conversion and life of gudmundur gudmundsson BYU studies 39
no 2 2000 57 72 fred E woods A sesquicentennial sketch of latter day saint
icelandic emigration and conversion forthcoming in regional studies in latter
day saint church history europe ed donald Q cannon provo utah department of church history and doctrine brigham young university 2001
mormons
Mormons from scandinavia 1850 1900 A shepherded
23 william mulder cormons
migration pacific historical review 23 1954 237 notes that scandinavian converts from norway sometimes voyaged directly across the north sea from christiana or stavenger to liverpool whereas the swedes and especially the danes came
fly through grimsby the saints
secondarily
huli
huil
primarily through the port of hull
hun and secondar
huh
from iceland were an exception as evidence reveals that some voyaged from their
homeland via leith scotland and others voyaged direct to liverpool see woods
sesquicentennial sketch 8
cormons
Mormons from scandinavia 237 according to the 2997
1997 1998
24 mulder mormons
church almanac deseret news salt lake city 1996 162 63 during the years of
embarkation from hamburg 1862
1865 and 1866 over three thousand latter
18621865
day saint converts voyaged on eight sailing vessels to gather to zion mormon
embarkation using the morris lines sailing vessels from hamburg was discontinued in 1866 the primary reason for this discontinuation stems from the fact
that the following year the church decided to no longer send latter day saint
immigrants via sailing vessels commencing in 1867 all mormon migrants were to
be transported by steamers it was also decided in this same year that church teams
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would not be sent to the frontier see church emigration to utah in 1867 in
church emigration book 1862 1881
imi
ini church archives furthermore sonne
saints on the seas 187 points out that in a letter to british mission president
franklin D richards dated may 23
1868 brigham young reaffirmed the decision
231868
to use steamships to enable our immigration to avail themselves of the healthiest portion or portions of the year
employ none but steamships thus the port
of hamburg seems to have been discontinued due to the decision to no longer use
sailing vessels apparently it was advantageous to take the indirect route to liverpool wherein different steam shipping lines were employed vessels from the port
of liverpool transporting passengers to new york were of a higher caliber than
those provided by morris and company in hamburg furthermore vessels from
liverpool were filled with british and european latter day saints providing
more bargaining power and enabling cheaper rates when the church chartered
transatlantic vessels finally shipping was cheaper from liverpool due to

greater competition
hundreds of swiss german latter day saints migrated through hull
hufh
hubl in the
huil
huli
smail portion of the total number of european
nineteenth century representing a small
converts these migrants were similarly conveyed via britain essentia
fly as their
essentially
numbers were so insignificant that there was no fiscal advantage for the swiss
german mission to charter a transatlantic vessel for their sole use for information
on the swiss german emigrants see douglas D alder the german speaking
migration to utah 1850 1950 master s thesis university of utah 1959 migrants
weli as those who had arrived at hull and then
weil
arriving via the port of grimsby as well
traversed the river humber to grimsby had the added advantage of staying in the
manchester sheffield and Lincoln
shire railway emigrants home that opened in
lincolnshire
1854 in a former dockside passenger station the shelter provided a single mixed
sex dormitory cum dining room where the migrants slept overnight under the
supervision of isaac freeman the railway s interpreter from immediately outside
this dockside shelter migrants boarded the train that took them to liverpool
freeman and his wife provided a high level of service for migrants arriving at the
port in 1871 the grimsby observer noted mr freeman the port interpreter
who speaks several languages is the manager of this important establishment and
it speaks well for its conduct that we have never heard a complaint against it but
very many instances of kindness sympathy and consideration for the strangers
have reached us
1871 4
the emigrants home grimsby observer october 25
251871
for more information on the development by railway companies of facilities for
emigrants see nicholas J evans A roof over their heads the role of shelters in
jewish migration via the UK 1850 1914 in shemot
shemotc
tc9 march 2001 11 15
shamot
Shemo
25 jenson history of the scandinavian mission 46 47 states that upon their
sahh on the
arrival in liverpool the saints were informed that they were too late to sadh
sali
sall
sail
ellen maria
for that ship had just cleared port the same day sonne saints on
the seas 150 notes that the ellen maria departed from liverpool on february io
10
1852 with 369 latter day saint passengers on board
26 jenson history of the scandinavian mission 46 47 sonne saints on the
seas

150

taylor expectations westward

the transportation

ofi
afi

price of ei los
ios od is
los
significantly more than a guinea gee and company were a hull based shipping line
that ran steamers between hull
huli
huil
hun and the continental ports of antwerp copenhagen
huh
27
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hamburg and st petersburg

diary of appleton harmon 1850 52 typescript 84 L tom perry special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah notes that on september 29
1852 harmon and a
291852
brother hardy made arrangements with the gee and company to bring scandinavian converts from copenhagen to hull hardy forwarded the arrangements to a
emegrants
grants from copen
emigrants
brother Has
green in copenhagen in which it was noted Eme
haggreen
hasgreen
lio
dagah on the steam ship emperor deck or in the hold of room E llo
hagah
ILO or they
brom
from
would send a steamer on purpose to fetch hrom
bom 3 to 4 hundred for E IIOQ
hom
oo per head
28 epistle of the twelve millennial star i april 1841 311 states it is also
A company
a great savings to go in companies instead of going individually
can charter a vessel so as to make the passage much cheaper than otherwise
161852101
lol church archives states
29 willard snow journal october 161852

ii

iio

about the middle of Oct
oberl we received a proposition from
october
mr morris co from liverpool through their agent mr carl rydhing
rydning
in copenhagen to the following effect that they would take emigrants
from hamburgn
hamburgh to new orleans via hull & liverpool on the following
ad cabin 80 rigsdaler A cabin 60 rigsdaler & steerage
conditions 2d
46 rigsdaler children between twelve and one 8 doll dollars less
1

held a conversation with mr morris in person who happened to be in the city & he made another proposition to take
us for 52 rigsdaler from this city to new orleans three and a half weeks later
snow wrote
A week later

october 23
1852 snow wrote
231852

on the 16th
i6th
irth closed the contract with mr morris

&

co for to trans-

radway from
port our emigration from copenhagen by steam to kiel by railway
kiel to hamburgn
hamburgh and by steamer from hamburgn
hamburgh to hull and by railhafling vessel from liversafling
way from hull to liverpool and by ss first rate sailing
pool to new orleans for fifty two dollars a passenger children under
suc klings under one
twelve eight dollars less sucklings
mulder homeward to zion 139 41 further notes that the latter day saints
used morris and company from 1852 to 1869 the guion line then became the
preferred shipping company because of its superior steam vessels for which the sailing vessels provided by morris and company were no match
31 mulder homeward to zion 158
32 scandinavian mission manuscript history vol 8 1850 55 december 20
1852 church archives extracted this journal entry from the journal of herman
julius christensen december 26
1852 on the following day this same passenger
261852
noted the captain who had been a seafaring man for 25 years declared that in all
his previous voyages he had never experienced a worse storm
33 manuscript history of the john H forsgren emigrating company i
church archives the maritime safety record of the latter day saint immigrants in
the nineteenth century was most impressive there were no known lives lost
because of shipwreck across the north sea or the atlantic and the only one known
shipwreck occurred on the pacific this is in sharp contrast to the fact that at least
fifty nine immigrant ships were lost crossing the atlantic between 1847 and 1853
see sonne saints on the seas 138 39
30
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on tuesday december 31
1852 the hull packet reported that three hun311852

cormons
dred mormons
Mor mons from norway and denmark arrived on the lion from hamburg
on tuesday night and were forwarded by mr R J cortis the agent to liverpool
great loss of life hull advertiser
en route to new orleans and the salt lake
december 311852
31185255 the master s declaration return of aliens for this first group
of saints recorded two hundred and ninety nine passengers emigrants on their
way to america via liverpool arrived on board the lion mastered by mr john
frederick kruger at hull from hamburg on december 281852 return of alien
passengers made by masters of ships HO
367 public record office kew lonho367
don the customs bills of entry a document produced weekly that provided
information for merchants interested in the commerce of the port similarly noted
that along with passengers the lion was laden with a cargo of metal pork wool
bilis
blus of entry no 12 january i1 1853 hull central library
bius
bins
and linseed customs bills
huli
hull
huh england
hun
1852 5 the pier has been
intelligence
gence hull packet december 31
311852
35 local InteRi
referred to by numerous names during the past century during the period in
question the pier was most frequently referred to as the humber pier richard
cortis was a one man business who worked as an emigration agent he worked
alongside other agents who worked for various atlantic lines with each agent
working exclusively for different liverpool based shipping lines information on
cortis can be found in various commercial directories for the port and town of
kingston upon hull hull central library hull england for further information
on the role of port based emigration agents on the east coast of britian see
nicholas J evans aliens en route european migration through britian
phd diss university of hull forthcoming
1836 1914
wellington
ington street
36 hull had two railway stations the first was situated at WeR
and opened in 1840 the second was at the end of paragon street and began operating in 1849 european migrants used only the paragon street terminus to liverpool
37 sonne saints on the seas 150
38 for analysis of the number of saints migrating through britain see evans
aliens en route details of the ports used by migrating saints can be gleaned
through the personal accounts of those saints journeying to zion see the mormon
immigration index CD As previously noted the 1997 1998 church almanac
162 63 indicates that over three thousand mormon immigrants voyaged to
1865 and 1866
18621865
america from hamburg on eight vessels during the years 1862
39 statistical analysis of immigration into america is provided by numerous
scholars and their publications E A ross the old world in the new the significance of past and present immigration to the american people new york century
1914
i9i4 307 10 states that the total number of immigrants for the period 1835 1914
was 30245034 british and scandinavian mission records reveal that over one
hundred thousand european mormon converts gathered to america from
1840 1914 of which at least one fourth were scandinavians while the majority
were british
40 nicholas J evans indirect passage from europe migration via the UK
journal
1836 1914 journ
for maritime research june 2001 2
lourn
lournalfor
alfor
41 for details of the vessels chartered for transatalantic travel during the period
when morris and company enjoyed the mormon contract see the appendix of
sonne saints on the seas for details of the vessels used on the north sea crossing
11
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CID
see the mormon immigration index CD
clo this latter source also refers along with
cio
jenson history of the scandinavian mission to the problems encountered with vessels chartered to sail directly to america from the port of hamburg comparative
analysis of the time taken on the direct and indirect journeys from the european

emba ration to the american port of arrival are included in evans aliens
ofembaration
of
embarkation
port embaration
en route
huli based merchant who had previously worked in
huil
thomas wilson was a hull
the offices of whitaker wilkinson and company hulls largest importer of
Bec
kinton wilson and
beckinton
swedish iron ore before setting up in partnership in 1822 as beckington
company in 1831 he established his second company under the name of wilson
hudson and company and then in 1841 he founded his own firm thomas wilson sons and company the company was centered in the scandinavian and
north sea trades and quickly expanded as trade along this route coupled with the
swedish royal mail contract generated good financial returns for the company wilson managed the day to day operations himself until 1866 when the
company became jointly managed by his sons charles henry wilson and arthur
wilson under their direction the company continued to expand and by 1903
included over one hundred vessels making it the largest privately owned shipping
gravesend kent UK
company in the world see J harrower wilson line Gravesend
world ship society 1998 arthur credland the wilson line stroud GB tempus 2000
42 sonne saints on the seas 118 herein sonne further notes that the name
of the first guion vessel that transported the latter day saint immigrants in 1867
was the manhattan
43 see evans aliens en route sonne saints on the seas 117 indicates that

the guion line carried over forty thousand latter day saint converts across the
atlantic which amounted to about 98 percent of all mormon emigrants who voyaged by steamship from liverpool to new york the latter day saints used the
guion line consistently from 1869 to 1894 at which time the company was liquidated for more information on the guion line see rise and fall of the guion
line sea breezes 19
ig 1955 190 216
anthon H lund journal june 30 and july 2 5 7 1894 church archives
notes that arrangements were made by british mission president anthon L lund
for the european converts to travel with the anchor line based in glasgow converts were thus rerouted through glasgow before going on to new york president
lund made these new arrangements known to president sundwall of the scandinavian mission president naegle of the swiss german mission and church president wilford woodruff
44 british mission manuscript history vol 24 1869 71 may 13 1869

church archives
british mission manuscript history june 1i 1869 however the guion
huli for their passengers as other shipping lines did
line did not provide food at hull
this is one way the guion line was able to cut the cost of the trip
46 perhaps after the initial contract of 1869 both parties no longer felt a need
for a written contract due to the relationship of trust that developed between the
guion agent george ramsden and the church praiseworthy remarks made by
anthon H lund at the time of ramsden s death are noted in A good friend
gone millennial star
58 june 41896
starts
4 1896 360 62 for an excellent discussion of the
45
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relationship between the guion line especially their agent george ramsden and
the saints see richard L jensen steaming through arrangements for mormon
emigration through europe 1869 1887 journal of mormon history 9 1982 5 8
when the guion company was liquidated in 1894 ramsden helped lund with
arrangements for the saints to transfer their business to the anchor line which
ran its operations out of glasgow see british mission manuscript history 34
1891 96 june 30
1894 although the anchor line is mentioned herein not only
301894
for the date of june 30 but also for the dates of july 5 6 and september 20
1894 it
201894
is most probable that it is rather the allan line that was the shipping company run
from glasgow at this time this change rerouted the mormon converts from the
scandinavian and swiss german missions through the port of leith to glasgow
where they began the transatlantic voyage to new york
47 in 1866 increasing alarm at the standard of accommodation provided for
third class or steerage passengers prompted the hull town council to interview
charles wilson who was a member of parliament representing hull and the managing director of the wilson line this action led to an improvement in the standard of accommodation provided for passengers carried by the wilson line but
not by other european shipping operators the condition of emigrants who
arrived into hull were reported in numerous reports by the medical officer of
health for the hull board of health the volume for 1866 can be found in
hubl england
huli
huil
hull
kingston upon hull city archives huhl
48 the 1881 british census documents that maples was born in thorne a
town thirty miles west of hull since his wife and daughter were born in australia
it can be assumed that maples gained his knowledge of the emigration business
through his own personal experiences in emigrating to australia maples had
returned to hull during the early 185os
i85os and established himself as an emigration
agent working alongside richard cortis later cortis and maples would combine
their business with maples taking sole control upon the death of the former 1881
british census and national index england scotland wales channel islands isle of
man and royal navy 24 CDs salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1999
fled mr maples on behalf
recalled
49 latter day saint migrant jesse N smith reca
an
ail forali
of the forwarding company furnished a meal for the emigrants and sent all
ward the same evening to liverpool jesse N smith autobiography and journal
1855 1906 july 15 1870 259 church archives another passing migrant noted
mr maples the guion agt
abt came on board and got the list of emigrants hans
jorgenson reminiscences and journal 174 church archives
apparently this line had many staff members who also provided excellent service another guion agent who is praised in several latter day saint immigrant
accounts is a mr gibson see for example E L sloan to president geo teasdale
millennial star 51 november 25 1889 749 george romney jr to president
george teasdale millennial star
1889 811 L F monch to presi51 december 23
231889
starl
stari
dent george teasdale millennial star 50 december 24 1888 829 however the
agency was apparently not without some criticism by the british government
wafle other atlantic passenger lines
while
according to government inspector W cowie whfle
huil the guion
huli
hun
provided temporary lodging and meals for passing emigrants at hull
ralis so that those people are the
ralls
line transferred its passengers directly to the rails
greater portion of the day without a meal see reports received by the board of
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trade and the local government board relating to the transit of scandinavian emi1882 9 yet for those traveling to utah such
grants through the port of hull july 11
1118829
speed was often welcomed because it shortened the long journey
50 P 0 hansen to president F D richards millennial star
1855

17

february

3

71

heinrich hug journal august 13
1859 in possession of kent hug trans131859
lated from german by brooks haderlie according to his journal entry hug
arrived with a company of swiss latter day saint immigrants in hull on august 13
1859 although hansen and hug are the only known european saints to mention
the reception provided by the hull saints these local saints were probably instrumental in assisting other latter day saint companies who passed through
52 frederick zaugg autobiography 25 original in private possession
53 edward gillett and kenneth A macmahon A history of hull hull
england university of hull press 1989 303
54 plans of the north eastern railway s emigrant waiting room can be seen at
the hull city archives oblm2585 and oblm6328 the pennines are a moun
tain chain known as the backbone of england because they are so hilly
55 hans hoth diary typescript 3 4 december 27 1853 translated from
german holograph by peter gulbrandsen bancroft library university of cali
51

fornia berkeley
onove
ove christian oveson type56 ove christian oveson sketch of the life of
ofove
script april 26
1864 22 church archives
261864
57 joseph hansen hansen family history december 18527 church archives
58 the british mission became the administrative center for the church in
europe commencing june 28 1854 under the direction of franklin D richards
richards also served at this time as the president of the british mission subsequent presidents of the british mission also had stewardship over all other missions in europe during their various terms of service
59 conway B sonne liverpool and the mormon emigration paper presented at the mormon history association conference in liverpool england on
july io
1987 2 5 note that the public houses were also known as pubs these
101987
facilities were not hotels but were establishments licensed to sell alcoholic beverages for more information on liverpool and mormon emigration see fred E
woods gathering to nauvoo american fork utah covenant communications
2002 42 51
60 jenson history of the scandinavian mission 533 provides statistical evidence that over twenty thousand saints emigrated from the scandinavian mission
between 1852 and 1894 As noted earlier mulder homeward to zion 107 maintains
that 22653 of the 46497 scandinavian converts immigrated to america between
1850 and 1905 these two estimates are less than the total of 24431 scandinavian
migrants that we estimated our figure was based on several sources including the
following the mormon immigration index CD jenson history of the scandinavian
mission local grimsby newspapers 1854 68 grimsby library customs bills of
entry in hull hull central library customs bills of entry hull 1852 60 hull city
archives master s declaration ho31 120 public record office kew london

jane charter robinson hindley
church archives
61
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